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The 1st edition of World Metaverse Show —co-hosted by Rimaunangis, and 
held at the The Address Hotel, Dubai Marina on October 5th & 6th, 2022 
— registered more than 800 global Metaverse, blockchain, and web 3.0 in-
dustry leaders under one roof to inspire and grow business opportunities 
through mutual relationships.
 
The Show was a thought-leadership-driven, business-focused, global initia-
tive that brought together digital builders, entrepreneurs, investors, govern-
ments, enterprises, technology providers and experts from gaming, 3D, VFX, 
XR and Web 3.0 to showcase their work.

During the two-day showcase, experts and technology providers from 
around the world exhibited their solutions for the Metaverse. Qualified in-
vestors, buyers, and other stakeholders came together to network and meet 
with these representatives of the Metaverse ecosystem. This proved how re-
silient the regional Metaverse ecosystem really is.

In addition to this, the show also included keynotes, enterprise use-cases, 
product showcases, panel discussions and tech talks that addressed the 
trends and challenges in execution of future technology like virtual reality 
and its applications.

https://t.me/worldblockchainsummit
https://www.youtube.com/c/WorldBlockchainSummit
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wbs-series/
https://twitter.com/WBSglobalseries
https://instagram.com/wbsglobalseries?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
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The prince brought us here. The prince’s statements 
and the sheer fact that Dubai is going to be the hub of Metaverse’s 

activity. Many key People are at the event like people from DP world 
and the Emirates bank. We’ve had visitors coming from Abu Dhabi. 

So I can see it shaping up like there’s definitely something there. It’s 
been fantastic. Before coming here more than the show, I researched 
Trescon and I realized these guys have been doing lots of shows. So 
they are in the networking field. Whether it’s a defense expert or the 

blockchain expert, these guys can pull it off and deliver results.

TEsTImOnIals

World Metaverse Show has been a Fantastic experience.
Lots of people who have come to the show have very deep knowledge 
in this space, so it’s very good for me to understand a little bit more to 
network. It is a great event with a lot of people in a similar universe. 
Ultimately, there are some huge learnings that we can get from this 

whole event itself.

My experience with Trescon and the World Metaverse Show
has been flawless. It’s a very well organized event, and everyone 
has been so kind and friendly to work with. We have had several 

opportunities to prepare for today, making sure that everything runs 
smoothly, and obviously that helps with managing the stress behind 

the scenes.

I was impressed from the beginning. When I arrived here,
everyone was not just talking about Metaverse but the quality 

of people is different. I usually go to this kind of events, but this 
is different in the quality of the people. I mean, all the events, 

registration topics, speakers, are similar, but the people that I met 
here are different. They are more oriented on real project, real 

product and real problems of the world. And I enjoyed that very 
much. It’s amazing.

TANJA MAGAS
Chief Data Analytics Officer, 
Democrance

ROHAN KULSHRESHTHA 
AVP, Blockchain Council

KEVIN HOLLIDAY
Managing Partner,
C3 - Companies Creating Change

CRISTIAN ONETIU 
ex Shark Tank Investor,
European TV Show, Founder - Unicorp Ventures



SAM LAI
CEO, Meta Incubator

The overall experience has been welcoming, insightful, and 
significant. There have been many new ideas that people are 

attempting to accomplish in the metaverse, including iterating their 
businesses related to cryptocurrency, payment processes, NFTs, 

art, travel, entertainment. It is clear that the leaders of all of their 
respective industry sectors are here, trying to learn more and trying 

to build partnerships to expand their businesses.

A big hats off to the Trescon team. We’ve got this great strategic 
opportunity to really create what’s next and new. Trescon is right 

on the cutting edge  technology. They look to be creating the 
conversations we need to have now, a good sense of the future.

JOE CALLAHAN
CIO, Sansar

SAHAR MILANI
Founder & Creative Marketing Director, 
Sorshaa Marketing

SUSAN FURNESS
CEO, Strategic Solutions

I have been asked to be a moderator for one of the panel discussions 
centered around the rise of digital fashion in the Metaverse. I’ve also 

been very kindly and graciously been asked to host a talk myself 
at fireside chat, which is centered around branding and marketing 
strategies in the Metaverse. I must say, it’s been so refreshing and 
so wonderful to meet the Trescon team and interact with them over 
the past few months. They’ve been incredibly organized, very, very 
friendly, and incredibly reassuring when it comes to timelines and 
organizing multiple functions across the world. I usually split my 

time between Dubai and London, so having different meetings and 
different time zones with all the different panelists and people that 

I work with was incredibly streamlined and really pleasurable.

I incubate many startups with cutting-edge technology and the World 
Metaverse Show brings a lot of potential customers to my start-up. 
A lot of them are from governments to big corporations. The main 

thing is, this is a very selective show, so it brings in a very high-class 
clientele. After speaking on the panel, I spoke to many people and 

connected with many via Linkedin. As a result, I need to go through 
a lot of people during my workday, and I expect there will be more 

meetings after work as well.

TEsTImOnIals
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nicK VincKier
Head of Corporate Innovation,

Chalhoub Group
United Arab Emirates

craiG HuGHes
Vice President of Architecture,

Emirates NBD.
United Arab Emiartes

cristian onetiu
ex Shark Tank Investor, European 

TV Show,
Founder - Unicorp Ventures

United Arab Emiartes

beVerLy rider
Chief Commercial Officer and Head 

of Solutions of Delivery,
NEOM Tech & Digital Co

Saudi Arabia

dr marWan aLZarouni
Strategic Advisor,

Digital Dubai
United Arab Emirates

dr. ramadan aLbLoosHi
Advisor & Acting Director of Public 

Health Protection Dept,
Dubai Health Authority (DHA)

United Arab Emirates

JoHn Lacey
CM, MENA,

Level Infinite
United Arab Emirates

benedetta GHione
Executive Director,

Art Dubai
United Arab Emirates

PabLo oLiVera briZZio
Director- Corporate Innovation,

Abu Dhabi Ports Group
United Arab Emirates

sPEaKERs

briar PrestidGe
Founder and CEO,
Prestidge Group

United Arab Emirates



JorGe sebastiÃo
Co-Founder Global Blockchain 

Organization, Co-Founder EcoX,
CISSP

United Arab Emirates

GLen tHomas
Partner - Head of Technology

and Cyber,
Grant Thornton UAE

United Arab Emirates

tri Vu
Co-founder,

Bizverse World
Vietnam

tanJa maGas
Chief Data & Analytics Officer,

Democrance
United Arab Emirates

cumai a. Housn
Co-founder,
Biennale.io

United Arab Emirates

sam Lai
CEO,

MetaIncubator
United Arab Emiartes

PauL daWaLibi
CEO,

Holodeck Ventures
United Arab Emirates

aHmad aLtaraWneH
Senior Strategic Consultant,

Dubai Police General HQ
United Arab Emirates

saHar miLani
Founder & Creative, Marketing 

Director, Sorshaa Marketing
United Arab Emirates

FLorian uGHetto
Co-Founder & Head of Digital 

Growth,
Easy Wedding

Georgia

sPEaKERs



dr. may eL baracHi
Associate Dean of Research & Head 
of Industry Outreach and Executive 

Learning,
University of Wollongong

United Arab Emirates

mattHias mende
Founder,

Bonuz
United Arab Emirates

Hany sayed
Director Of Innovation,

D & B Properties
United Arab Emirates

tanuJ sHori
Founder and Chief Executive Officer 

(CEO), Square Yards,
Square Yards

United Arab Emirates

Hoda aLKHZaimi
Director of research and 

development and advisor on 
emerging technologies and 

markets, Nyuad
United Arab Emirates

roHan KuLsHresHtHa
AVP,

Blockchain Council
India

aaryan KaPur
Head - Digital Marketing,

Aster DM Healthcare
United Arab Emirates

rico PanG
CEO,

Sanctum Global Ventures
United Arab Emirates

Vincent must
CEO,

Astromust 
United Arab Emirates

Wees abraHam
Managing Partner,
Elekron Ventures

United Arab Emirates

sPEaKERs



Juan de Lascurain
Chief dreamer,

Dream big world
United Arab Emirates

obediaH ayton
Managing Partner,
Synaptech Capital

United Arab Emirates

GayatHri deVi Jayan
Global BU Head, Metaverse BU,

L & T Technology Services
India

PauL FarHi
Founder & Head of UK Operations,

Solidus Ai Tech
United Kingdom

KeVin HoLLiday
Managing Partner,

C3 - Companies Creating Change
United Arab Emirates

scott armstronG
Founder,

Mentl
United Arab Emirates

sonaLi GoiLa
Head – Venture Capital & Private 

Equity,
Panthera Capital Investments

United Arab Emirates

dirK LuetH
Co-Founder & Co-CEO,

Uplandme, Inc.
United States

minos minas
Deputy Program Manager,

Plug and Play
United Arab Emirates

stePHanie bretonniere
CEO,

POWR3.io
United Arab Emirates

sPEaKERs



deVan maLHotra
Managing Partner, Valhalla 

Ventures
United States

aLi maKaHLeH
Chief Executive Officer and 

Founder, GameIN
United Arab Emirates

moderator
sHeLdon JoHn dias

Educational Supervisor,
GEMS Modern Academy, Dubai

United Arab Emirates

moderator
GraF andrÉ PoPoV

Managing Partner & Head of 
Blockchain Incubator, Princeton & 

Company
United Arab Emirates

moderator
anisH sHiVdasani

CEO,
BNS MENAT

United Arab Emirates

moderator
niKita sacHdeV

CEO and Founder,
Luna PR

United Arab Emirates

moderator
eVGeniia K

Founder of EK Digital Artist,  
NFT Expert,  

Women Empowerment advocate,
United Arab Emirates

moderator
susan Furness

CEO,
Strategic Solutions

United Arab Emirates

moderator
natasHa careLLa
Head - Sustainability,

Landmark Group
United Arab Emirates

moderator
nasreen abduLLa

Happiness Editor,
Khaleej Times

United Arab Emirates

sPEaKERs
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“The World Metaverse show series is the brain child of experts from the World 
Blockchain Summit series and our initiative here is very clear. To ensure that 
each one of you get up to speed with the latest trends in Metaverse space”

“Whoever control the Metaverse will control the world and everything in it.”

The opening address was delivered by:

MOHAMMED SALEEM
Founding Chairman, Trescon and WBS Events

OPENING ADDRESS

Metaverse Framework and Policy Making Transformational Journey & Beyond.

DR MARWAN AL zAROUNI
Strategic Advisor, Digital Dubai

OPENING KEYNOTE

Mohammed Saleem, Trescon’s Founding Chairman, talked about the compa-
ny’s transformational journey from launching a series of future tech events 
that helped company recover from the early stages of the pandemic. He 
also announced about a recently held event and mentioned about Trescon’s 
future events too.

The founding chairman also spoke about how Trescon has been helpful to 
1,000’s of organizations by connecting them through virtual events during 
the pandemic and was an active part of their business growth, during the 
time of crisis.

Dr. Marwan Alzarouni’s opening keynote presentation focused on Dubai’s 
Metaverse vision—one that pushes for innovation and economic contribu-
tion. The session focused on talent development through education and 
training, as well as government use cases.

In his keynote speech, he emphasized the importance of having infrastruc-
ture that relies on digital identity, seamless payments, and connectivity tech-
nologies. These technologies will evolve in the future, which is important to 
realize their value from social impact, gaming, fashion, medicine and NFTs.

DAY 1

VIEW SESSION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZc1iYKF6MI


JorGe 
sebastiao
Co-Founder, 
ECOX

cumai a
Housn
Co-Founder, 
Biennale.io

nicK
VincKier
Head of Corporate 
Innovation, 
Chalhoub Group

benedetta 
GHione
Executive 
Director, Art 
Dubai

PaneLLists moderator

eVGeniia
Founder, EK 

sam Lai 
CEO, Meta 
Incubator

The panel took a look at the significant impact of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in an emerging economy. The discussion began by exploring what a 
meta incubator is, followed by a discussion of blockchain technology regulations and how brands are getting involved in Metaverse. The panel then 
explored the NFT market from a government’s point of view and compared it to how things were before “covid time”. This discussion also shed light 
on how retail brands can overcome challenges when entering Metaverse. It further explored the differences between traditional art and NFT art, as 
well as where value lies in them. The panel concluded with a summary of their opinions on where these innovations will take us tomorrow and how 
they may affect us in the future.

NFTs - The optimal currency for the Metaverse

PANEl DIScuSSION

VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/FPyzSzw9b8o


The fireside chat featured experts who discussed the impact of Web 3.0 on the gaming industry in the MENA region. During the session, the speakers 
looked at how the introduction of new technologies has revolutionized gaming and how it is providing opportunities for growth. The session also 
explored some key trends and pitfalls that need to be addressed while generating content for gamers in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). 
It concluded with emphasis on security issues related to gaming and opportunities for collaborating between stakeholders.

Web 3.0: Revolutionizing the Gaming Industry

FIRESIDE cHAT

PaneLLists moderator

JoHn Lacey
CM, MENA, Level 
Infinite

susan Furness
CEO, Strategic 
Solutions  

PauL daWaLibi
CEO, Holodeck 
Ventures

VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/EF3TJq9u1cA


KEYNOTEKEYNOTE
DAY 1

“During the COVID-19 pandemic, 43% of healthcare facilities could deliver 
remote therapy to patients. That percentage has now risen to 95%. The 
Metaverse will provide telemedicine visits with a virtual office, where patients 
and physicians can meet in a 3D clinic.”

DR. RAMADAN ALBLOOSHI
Advisor & Acting Director of Public Health Protection Dept,  Dubai Health Authority 
(DHA)

Dr. Ramadan AlBlooshi spoke to the audience about Dubai’s Metaverse 
Strategy - the aims of this program, and how it can be used in education, 
mental health treatment, cardiovascular health management, and public 
health awareness programs. 

He also examined the technology in terms of how it can be used in research 
discovery and physician engagement.

Metaverse: The Next Challenge in Public 
Health Outcomes and Benefits

“An avatar is an extension of who we think we look like or what we think 
other people to think we look like. Every avatar should be unique and secured 
because most of your PIIA and other sensitive data is linked to your avatar. ” 

Cybersecurity & Metaverse: Constructing 
Ecosystems of Trust 

GLEN THOMAS
Partner, Head of Technology & Cyber, Grant Thornton

Glen Thomas, in his keynote speech, explored the possibilities of the conver-
sational Metaverse—an environment where people share spaces with expe-
riences and ideas. He looked into how to move from a physical world to a 
digital one with integration of e-commerce, mixed reality (MR), augmented 
reality (AR), and virtual reality (VR). 

Glen also mentioned how to manage cybersecurity issues with common 
challenges faced by companies today. With that, behavioral changes that 
will affect our relationships as we move into a Metaverse environment was 
also spoken about. At the end, he emphasized that it is important to main-
tain safety measures while interacting online or in MR/VR environments.

VIEW SESSIONSESSION PRESENTATIONVIEW

https://youtu.be/wR5zxHBkf2Q
https://youtu.be/ERGb0siTPLE
https://trescon.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/world-metaverse-show/2022/dubai/speakers-presentaions/dr-ramadan-alblooshi.pdf


“GameIN is the Metaverse agency for your web 3.0 needs which offer 3D 
space and NFT Development.” 

GameIN: The Metaverse Agency For Your 
Web 3.0 Needs

ALI MAKAHLEH
Chief Executive Officer and Founder, GameIN  

Ali Makahleh, in his tech talk, shared a detailed overview of the consumer 
thought and the next generation mindset. He demonstrated how products 
and services offered by GameIn can help organizations in digital transfor-
mation. 

He also shared several use cases in the region that helped some existing 
organizations and showed how they can be customized to meet new require-
ments for Web 3.0.

“ Upland’s ultimate goal is to become a carbon-negative Metaverse by using 
a low-energy blockchain and an Offsetting carbon footprint” 

The platform moment for Web3 and the 
Metaverse

DIRK LUETH
Co-Founder & Co-CEO, Uplandme, Inc.

Dirk Lueth shared his insights about infrastructure and the economy. He 
talked about how to target users beyond crypto-aficionados, and explained 
how Metaverse entrepreneurs can benefit from using the platform. 

He emphasized on how the platform enhances usability by providing options 
to brand the store. He shared use cases of his partnerships with various 
brands and demonstrated on how to create a car economy with brand acti-
vation opportunities everywhere across the value chain.

TEcH TAlK 
DAY 1

VIEW SESSIONSESSION PRESENTATIONVIEW

KEYNOTE

https://youtu.be/i_xho3yanoU
https://youtu.be/x4kUHaV-Rxs
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFOEo9ud0o/ugs5-1BpcLNrs__It_4uww/view?utm_content=DAFOEo9ud0o&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=viewer#13


The panel discussion began with the best practices in Metaverse fashion. This was followed by the importance of bringing value and utility to fash-
ion, with how to search and decide on the platform most suited for hosting a shop. The panelists shared their experience in navigating the crisis 
through Covid. Discussions on changes in customer perception and relationships from the rise of Metaverse fashion were made. Also, the panelists 
talked about how to take risks and identify business opportunities. Lastly, the discussions ended with what the future holds for this industry in spite 
of ongoing skepticism.

Rise of Digital Fashion in the Metaverse 

PaneLLists moderator

saHar miLani
Founder & Creative 
Marketing Director, 
Sorshaa Marketing

briar PrestidGe
Founder & CEO, 
Prestige Group

tanJa maGas
Chief Data & 
Analytics Officer, 
Democrance

Juan de
Lascurain
Chief Dreamer, 
Dream Big World

stePHanie 
bretonniere
CEO, POWR3.io

VIEW SESSION

PANEl DIScuSSION

https://youtu.be/RQ0lP0qsziE


“ Through the Metaverse experience, the users will not be able to just roam around and see what the facilities of the hotel will look like, but will be able to view much 
more collaborative experiences apart from that.” 

Digital Twin: From Industry to The Metaverse 

TANUJ SHORI
CEO, Square Yards

Tanuj Shori, in his keynote presentation, spoke about a concept that could forever change the way one does business. He focused on real-life implementation of a 
digital twin technology. In explanation, using a real time 3D technology, businesses can fundamentally change how creativity, innovation, and collaboration happens. 
Also, Tanuj spoke about how to create a digital twin application, shared use cases in the real estate industry—digital twins to the Metaverse (virtual universe).

He demonstrated about how Storyboard allows you to create a virtual reality world of your real estate and spoke about salesmen taking potential customers on a 
tour of their homes before they are even built. Square Yards has developed the world’s first real estate Metaverse exploration technology capable of providing clients 
with a better idea of a property before they make a purchase.

KEYNOTE
DAY 1

VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/qCDjIB96-8Q


The panel discussion concerning the future of Metaverse enterprises began with a debate on whether the technology should be centralized or decen-
tralized. The speakers then considered how an enterprise might respond if Facebook and Google became dominant in the market, what effect this 
could have on enterprises, and whether organizations would have virtual assistants that can substitute for real people. They also explored bizarre 
possibilities such as what would happen if digital avatars could do the work instead, and employees could take a break somewhere. They further 
considered whether certain industries could capitalize on Metaverse while others might be threatened by it. Finally, they evaluated on how long it 
would take for everyone to access VR headsets.

How can Enterprise benefit from the Metaverse?

PaneLLists moderator

dr anisH 
sHiVdasani
CEO,
BNS MENAT

aHmad aL 
taraWneH 
Senior Strategic 
Consultant. Dubai 
Police General

GayatHri deVi 
JAYAn
Global BU Head, 
Metaverse BU, L & T 
Technology Services

aLi maKaHLeH
Chief Executive 
Officer and Founder, 
GameIN

VIEW SESSION

PANEl DIScuSSION

https://youtu.be/IpD7Ojn22M0


The discussion opened up a dialogue on the relationship between Metaverse and gaming. The panelists then shared their views on whether the 
Metaverse technology is a short-term fad or has long-term value. They also discussed their observations on why someone would prefer to be a digital 
twin avatar of themselves in the Metaverse. Further, the discussion moved in deeper on understanding the percentage of Metaverse as an economy 
factor with circling to the most asked question of where Metaverse is evolved from. They concluded by understanding if the Metaverse gaming busi-
ness model would replicate traditional approaches or leverage other methods like subscriptions models.

Metaverse and the future of Gaming

PaneLLists moderator

PauL daWaLibi
CEO, Holodeck 
Ventures  

minos minas
Deputy Program 
Manager, Plug and 
Play

Vincent must
CEO, Astromust 

dirK LuetH
Co-Founder & Co-
CEO, Uplandme, Inc.

VIEW SESSION

PANEl DIScuSSION

https://youtu.be/hMYxdzAtfLg


“In a few months we were able to take the large organization from ground 
Zero to a decent and educated level of understanding. We opened the eyes 
of  stake holders and decision makers on the business potential and the new 
channels to interact with the customers and employees. In other words, we 
contributed to put Abu Dhabi port at the forefront of innovation preparing 
the group to be leaders not only in port logistics and maritime but also in the 
new revolution of Metaverse.”

Morphing a Corporate Metaverse

PABLO OLIVERA BRIzzIO
Director - Corporate Innovation, Abu Dhabi
Ports Group   

TRI VU
Co-founder, Bizverse World

In this keynote presentation, Pablo Olivera Brizzio discussed how Abu Dha-
bi Ports Group morphed its corporate Metaverse. He shared his personal 
experience on a project that launched in February 2022. Pablo spoke about 
the team involved, platforms used for hosting and technical requirements. 
Further, he spoke about culture differences, attire rules and regulations , and 
how he was able to overcome these differences with his team. 

At the conclusion, Pablo mentioned about how Abu Dhabi ports group en-
courage new technologies and have summer programs for students.

“During Covid 19, the whole world changed and according to the lloyd, what 
we call the “at home consumption market” is a huge opportunity for all the 
businesses. It has a $3 trillion opportunity and applies to all industries—retail, 
logistics, marketing, banking, financial services and others.” 

In his keynote speech, Tri Vu shared his vision for the future of businesses. 
He first introduced how businesses in all industries such as tourism, real 
estate, entertainment, education, e-commerce, marketing, banking and 
others are seeing huge opportunity in Metaverse technology. 

Tri Vu then talked about the challenges of entering this new space by outlin-
ing key decisions that will make it possible for their company to succeed in 
the Metaverse.

Metaverse Platform for Business

TEcH TAlK KEYNOTE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNEHSFnyGf8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5gpCZm-NIA


In this fireside chat, a conversation featuring a panelist and a moderator, discuss why luxury brands are entering the Metaverse and how businesses 
can leverage it. The panelist also talks about whether social distancing will be detrimental to them or be socially ok. They dwell on the topic of whether 
larger financial institutions will benefit from entering the Metaverse and they evaluate how active Saudi regions have been since entering. They then 
analyze the most important use cases and conclude by talking about interoperability within different Metaverses.

How can businesses leverage the Metaverse? 

FIRESIDE cHAT

PaneLLists moderator

niKita sacHdeV
CEO & Founder,
Luna PR    

aaryan KaPur
Head - Digital 
Marketing, Aster 
DM Healthcare

VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/4xZC7G6QpoU


Technological capabilities associated with Metaverse for Education Sector 
In this fireside chat, the panel of experts discussed how Metaverse can be used to enhance medical training. They were particularly interested in 
how Metaverse could help students learn about how to perform surgeries, analyze anatomical data and become more knowledgeable about their 
subjects. The panelists questioned whether current technology is advanced enough for this kind of learning experience and what challenges needs 
to be faced before education institutions could adopt the technology in full. They also evaluated which technology—virtual reality or Metaverse—is 
better suited for educational purposes and concluded by discussing how Metaverse could democratize the education market by opening it up to 
more people around the world.

FIRESIDE cHAT

PaneLLists moderator

sHeLdon JoHn dias
Educational Supervisor, 
Gems Modern Academy, 
Dubai  

dr may eL baracHi
Associate Dean of 
Research & Head of 
Industry

roHan 
KuLsHresHtHa
AVP, Blockchain 
Council

VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/Fer5-p2oLmk


Is it the right time to take the wedding industry into the Metaverse?
In this fireside chat, the panelist described his Metaverse wedding and what it was like to be a pioneer in this new realm of technology. He talked 
about his avatar and the clothes he wore, as well as what it was like to meet someone in an entirely new and different way. He spoke about the 
highlights of his Metaverse wedding and the challenges he faced while hosting long distance visitors. He also offers advice on what couples should 
consider when planning to get married in the Metaverse.

FIRESIDE cHAT

PaneLLists moderator

nasreen abduLLa
Happiness Editor,
Khaleej Times 

FLorian uGHetto
Co-Founder & Head of 
Digital Growth, Easy 
Wedding 

VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/ozBMUJQ9Xto


In this fireside chat, panelists discussed about how media and entertainment professionals can benefit from the so-called “creator economy.” They 
began by talking about the creator economy in general. Explanations took off in several ways mentioning creators can earn substantial sums of 
money. The panelists then highlighted several ways to create content that aligns with the audience preferences. With that, the chat moved forward 
talking about the process of getting a non fungible token (NFT) badge. Finally, they ended discussions with guidelines for crafting a successful web 
3.0 community and collaborating with others on projects.

The Creator Economy: Exploring the parallel role of the Media and 
Entertainment sectors as ownership, decentralization, flexibility, and 
collaboration underpins Web3 and the Metaverse.

PaneLLists moderator

susan Furness
CEO,
Strategic Solutions

scott armstronG 
Founder, Mentl

mattHias 
mende
Founder, Bonuz

VIEW SESSION

FIRESIDE cHAT

https://youtu.be/cSoBtNyxZjM


In this fireside chat, Sahar Milani discussed the differences between branding strategy and marketing strategy. She then spoke on how to market 
meta curious brands with answering the commonly asked question of whether brands should wait for customers to embrace the technology or in-
troduce it to their customers. Then, she doubled down on what kind of investments brands need in order to take a step forward in the Metaverse 
journey. Next, she gave an insight into how Metaverse is changing traditional marketing approaches and things to look for in a Metaverse marketing 
strategy. Also, Sahar Milani spoke about the risks involved in order to give an overview of both ends of the spectrum. Finally, the chat ended saying 
that authenticity should be at the forefront of all brand communication efforts in this new environment.

Branding & Marketing in the Metaverse

PaneLLists moderator

natasHa careLLa
Head - Sustainability, 
Landmark Group  

saHar miLani
Founder & Creative 
Marketing Director, 
Sorshaa Marketing 

VIEW SESSION

FIRESIDE cHAT

https://youtu.be/bt-wJN7-TBA


“Banking in the Metaverse, Taking part in financial transactions in the 
Metaverse, Taking part in purchase of assets, and all the things the banks 
should do in the virtual world… how do we get in there?”

CRAIG HUGHES
Vice President of Architecture, Emirates NBD  

“We have recently launched the world’s first Artificial intelligence utility token, 
AITECH to be used in our infrastructure as a service platform to license AI as 
a service software application to render high performance computing power 
from our 8000 sq. ft. eco-friendly data centre. ” 

PAUL FARHI
Founder & Head of UK Operations, Solidus Ai Tech

Metaverse in Banking
Craig Hughes, in his keynote presentation, spoke about the adaptation of 
technology in the banking industry. He talked about the different phases of 
technological adaptation, from learning to implementation. He also spoke 
about how to understand customer demographics and how to keep up with 
changing regulations. Further, Craig Hughes emphasized on keeping up with 
technological advancements by staying dynamic and adapting quickly to 
technological advancements.

After speaking about the lifecycle of technologies that disrupt finance—how 
they emerge and where they will go next, he concluded by talking about the 
future of banking by giving us an insider’s perspective. 

In his keynote, Paul Farhi outlined a significant problem: the lack of high-per-
formance computing facilities in the global top 10 companies. This limits 
companies’ ability to take advantage of HPC capabilities and potentially 
compromises the security and latency of their systems. He proposed that 
Solidus Ai Tech Limited’s HPC infrastructure platform could fill this gap by 
providing access to affordable, sustainable, fast, secure and reliable pro-
cessing power for customers around the globe. 

At the end, Paul Farhi talked about his recently launched utility token called 
AITECH to be used as payment for software applications available through 
the computing platform.

Metaverse Platform for Business

TEcH TAlK KEYNOTE
DAY 2

VIEW SESSION VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/9DUyzbZkTs8
https://youtu.be/FplYBEAOodo


“Metaverse is a CI (Continuous Integration) and CD (Continuous delivery) technology.”

Digital Life Out Of The Box

HANY SAYED 
Director of Innovation, D & B Properties     

In his keynote presentation, Hany Sayed spoke about the Digital Life Out Of The Box. He discussed how technology has revolutionized the world, transforming it in 
ways that would have been hard to imagine a decade ago. With that, a brief on how the technological revolution is taking this transformation to the next level was 
also given. Comparisons and contrasts were made about digital transformation with its predecessor, traditional transformations especially in relation to the challeng-
es of continuous integration and delivery. Further, Hany Sayed was optimistic about how to embrace the digital transformation with new technology, the Metaverse. 
Finally, he discussed the need for changes in management strategies within a connected organization and the importance of having a 360-degree vision.

KEYNOTE
DAY 2

VIEW PRESENTATION

https://youtu.be/pWM_kKMe9q0


During the panel discussion, investors shared their thoughts on the opportunities in Metaverse technology and where they see skepticism. They also 
shared their opinion on what is the first cautious step to take before entering Metaverse and what investments should be made to ensure success. 
The discussion also brought up thoughts on bridging the real life with the virtual world (by using augmented reality) and use cases of startups they 
are working with in this technology. At the end, the panelists spoke about how they would choose potential startups before investing in them.

Metaverse shaping the Investment Landscape in the future

PANEl DIScuSSION

PaneLLists moderator

rico PanG
CEO,
Sanctum 
Global 
Ventures 

sonali Goila
Head – Venture 
Capital & Private 
Equity,Panthera 
Capital Investments 

Graf andré Popov
Managing Partner & 
Head of Blockchain 
Incubator, Princeton 
& Company

cristian 
onetiu
Founder, 
Uniorp 
Ventures 

Wees 
abraHam
Managing 
Partner, Elekron 
Ventures 

obediaH 
ayton
Managing 
General Partner, 
Synaptech 

KeVin
HoLLiday
Managing
Director, C3

VIEW SESSION

https://youtu.be/shsaj7Yhuu8


DAY 2

“As we speak, the global investments in the Metaverse is clustering to billions 
of dollars. The global Metaverse market was valued at around 62 billion 
dollars in 2021. Today in 2022, it’s already more than 5x the estimate. They 
have been valuing over 1.6 trillion dollars of investment by 2030, at a growth 
level of 45%.” 

HODA ALKHzAIMI
Director of research and development and
advisor on emerging technologies, Nyuad. 

In her keynote presentation, Hoda Alkhzaimi delivered a powerful message 
about the history and future of Metaverse economy. She explained that the 
value of Metaverse economy is increasing and how it will continue to do 
so as we move forward. Discussions were held on asset creation and value 
preservation with the funding and investment model centering around value. 
Further, she spoke about various industries and bridging sustainable devel-
opment goals. 

After that, Hoda  Alkhzaimi concluded by giving advice on how to bring in-
clusivity into the economy and give economic hope to everyone around the 
world.

Metaverse value economy

TEcH TAlK 

“Neom’s Metaverse is inclusive, collaborative and human centric.”

Why digital humanism holds the key to value 
for the Metaverse
In her keynote presentation, Beverly Rider stressed that digital humanism 
will be essential in creating a collaborative virtual world. She believes that 
the future of commerce and industry depends on our ability to integrate 
technology into everyday life in ways that are both sustainable and profitable. 

The goal of the Neom project, according to Beverly Rider, is to create a hub 
for innovation where established global businesses and emerging players can 
research, incubate and commercialize breakthrough technologies-including 
those related to artificial intelligence(AI), augmented reality (AR) & virtual 
reality(VR)—that will accelerate human progress.

KEYNOTE

SESSIONVIEW SESSION  PRESENTATIONVIEW

BEVERLY RIDER
CCO, Tonomus & CEO, Portfolio T, a Tonomus Company

https://youtu.be/gU4-pHgctD0
https://youtu.be/PHgsfg4Aqlg
https://trescon.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/world-metaverse-show/2022/dubai/speakers-presentaions/beverly-rider.pdf


World Metaverse Show also provided top startups a platform to exhibit their innovative capabilities in front of global investors at the Start up Grand Slam Pitch Competition. 

Sansar won the Start up Grand Slam Pitch Competition. The company is the ultimate playground for creative minds and virtual adventurers. With over 3,000 
virtual worlds consisting of games, quests, event venues and social experiences, Sansar is the most immersive Metaverse in existence. 

sTaRT uP gRanD slam PITcH
Competition – Winner

VIEW SESSION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGkXCbIIhvw
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